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About this handlist
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People include: James Webster; Thomas McCrie; William Stuart; James Cuthbert; Thomas Gilbert; James Fraser of Brea; Thomas Shepherd; and Giles Firmin

Places include: Dalserf; Edinburgh; Inverness; Whitburn
1. A copy of a severe letters from Mr Jas Hogg minister of the Gospel in Carnock to his friends at Edinburgh. 4º. 130, [131] p. [Letters 1-30 "all preceding Febry 19th 1731". Remainder date from 1725 to 1733, not in chronological order. Has bd. with it: 9 Sermons by James Webster, and others, 1697-1721. 164 p. From General Assembly Library.]


3. Memorial written by Philomathes and addressed to his surviving friends. 4º. Wants all after p.694, subsequent leaves having been torn out. [HS originally presented to the Theological Library, Whitburn. Autograph of Thomas McCrie on flyleaf. From General Assembly Library.]

4. 1. Letters concerning the absoluteness of the covenant of grace. 4º. 29 p. [Letters numbered 41 to 56. Dated Dec 13 1712- Jan. 19 1713?]. From General Assembly Library.]
   4. Letter of James Hogg to ? indated. 27 p. [Concerning the returns of prayer.]
   5. GILBERT (Thomas) A learned and accurate discourse concerning the guilt of sin... With annotations. 4º. 99 p. [First published ed. 1695]
   6. FRASER (James) of Brea A vindication of Mr Thomas Shepherd [Shepard]... from the aspersions of Mr Giles Firmin in his book intituled The real Christian. 4º. 126 p. [Firmin's real Christian publ. 1670.]
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